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APPARATUS FOR PRESSÍNG SHEET METAL 
SHAPES ` 

Otto Hoifrnann, Kenmore, N. Y., assigner to Lake E_rie 
Engineering Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y., a corporation 
of New York 

Application September 12, 1951, Serial No. 246,229 

3 Claims. (Cl. 113-44) 

vThis invention relates to apparatus for pressing sheet 
metal shapes and more particularly to a unit for this 
purpose adapted to be inserted between the movable 
platen or ram and stationary platen of any standard 
hydraulic press of suitable size. 
The invention generally relates to that type of ap 

paratus in which the blank is placed against a resilient 
pad or cushion, such as rubber backed with a liquid, 
and in which a punch forces the blank into the body 
against controlled relief of the liquid so that the body 
wraps the blank around the punch to form it to a cor 
responding shape. Such apparatus is particularly useful 
with unusual or complicated shapes which ycan be formed 
in one operation with such apparatus but which would 
require a number of separate operations with a corre-` 
sponding large number of dies if done with male and fe 
male metal dies. 

It is one of the principal objects of the invention to 
provide such apparatus in the form of a unit of low height 
and which can be readily inserted between the movable 
platen or rarn and fixed platen of anystandard metal 
forming press of suitable size, this eliminating the neces 
sity of acquiring a special press for this particular type 
of pressing operation. 
Another object is to provide such-aV unit which can be 

used with standard presses having relatively small separa 
tion, or so called daylight opening of its ram and sta 
tionary platen. 
Another object is to provide such a pressing unit `in 

cluding a liquid backed rubber body, in which the rubber 
body is not subject to tearing or impairment in use. 
Another object is to provide such a unit which is self 

adapting to different sizes of punches and in which the 
full capacity of the press is used with all sizes of punches. 
rl`hus with the unit, for a given press speed, with small 
punches used in pressing small shapes the speed of .the 
punch is automatically increased proportionally to `the 
size of the punch to use the full capacity of the press. 
Another object is to provide a simple and reliable relief 

valve and a mechanism for controlling the relief valve 
which is a part of the unit and which controls the back 
pressure of the liquid to suit changes in the ̀ form of the 
punch, the formation of sharp corners requiring higher 
pressure. 

Another object is to provide such a unit in which the 
punch is automatically provided with full, uniformly dis 
tributed support over its entire area. 
Another object is to provide such a unit which operates 

under high pressure, such as 6,000 to 10,000 pounds per 
square inch or more. 

Another object is to provide a simple and positive 
stripper mechanism for stripping the finished workpiece 
from the punch. 
Another object is to provide a simple mechanism for 

elevating the blank holder of the unit during the press 
opening cycle. j 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
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apparent from the following description and drawings in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical section through the ram of a hy 
draulic press and showing interposed between this mov 
able platen or ram and the lower stationary platen of the 
press a unit for pressing sheet metal shapes and which 
embodies the present invention. In this viewv the parts 
are `shown in the position occupied at the start of the 
pressing stroke. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view thereof. 
Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 1 but showing the posi 

tion of the parts and a corresponding deformation of 
the blank at the middle of the pressing stroke. 

Fig. 4 is Van enlarged fragmentary vertical sectional 
view through one of a multiplicity of plungers, this view 
being typical of all of the plungers employed to elevate 
and support the blank bolster and plunger bolster of the 
unit. 

Fig. 5 is a view similar »to Figs. -1 and 3 and shows the 
position of the parts on completion of the pressing stroke 
and showing the blank ̀ fully formed to the desired shape. 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical .section taken 
on line 6_6, Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7 is a horizontal section, partly in elevation, taken 
generally on line 7_7., Fig. 1, parts being broken away. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary vertical section taken on line 
8_8, Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic representation of the hy 
draulic circuit of the unit embodying the present inven 
tion. 

.A feature of lthe invention is that the apparatus for 
pressing sheet metal shapes is embodied in a low, relatively 
broad unit adapted tobe interposed between the movable 
platen or ram 10 and stationary platen 11 of any standard 
hydraulic press having a suiiicient opening to receive. the 
unit. The unit comprises an upper rubber pad or cushion 
holder 12 secured'to the ram 10 of the press and which 
is preferably in the form of a >rectangular casting having 
an upper iiat face 13 which engages the lower face of 
the ram 10. This pad or cushion ‘holder 12 is provided 
in the center of its lower face 14 with a large pocket or 
recess extending upwardly therefrom and which forms 
a chamber 18 containing a body of oil 19. The oil 19 
is retained in this chamber 1'8 by a rubber pad or cushion 
2i) and for this purpose the recess or chamber 18 is bell 
shaped having an upper face 21 of relatively small di 
ameter from which a truste-conical side wall 22 flares 
downwardly and outwardly and the lower end of this 
frusto-conical side wall 22 terminating in a generally 
vertical annular wall 23 which extends to the lower dat 
face 14 of the pad or cushion holder. This lower annular 

, wall 23 of the ̀ chamber 1S is also provided with annular 
channels 24 which are preferably of saw tooth form 'and 
have horizontal lower faces against which annular beads 
25 around the perimeter of the rubber cushion 20 fit so 
as to hold the cushion 20 within 'the recess or chamber 
18. 

. `To prevent tearing or rupture of vthis rubber cushion 20 
and ‘to Vprovide adequate contact between this rubber 
cushion and the internal side walls 22, 23 of the pad or 
cushion holder 12, this central part of the rubber pad 'or 
cushion 20 is in the form of a relatively thin section 28 
while its marginal portion 29 is thickened to provide a 
thick marginal rim the perimeter of which corresponds 
to theinternal frusto-conical and vertical faces 22, 23 of 
the pad ̀ or cushion holder 12. In the undistorted con 
dition 4of this rubber pad or cushion 20 ̀ shown in Fig. l, 
this shape of this rubber pad or cushion iis provided by 
forming it with a central vb'owl shaped recess 30 which 
terminates in a thin rim 31 «of upwardly diminishing cross 
section, this rim, 4in turn, Aterminating #in a feather edge 
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32. It will be seen thatthe pressure of the fluid body 
19 tends to press the upwardly tapering feather edged 
rim 32 of the cushion 20 against the internal frusto 
conical side wall 22 of the chamber or recess 18 and 
hence provide a seal against the escape of fluid between 
the walls of this pocket or chamber 18 and the perimeter 
of the rubber pad or cushion 20. 
The movement of the liquid 19 into and out of the 

chamberV 18 is through a vertical bore 33 communicating 
with a horizontal bore 34 one end of which is connected 
with a line 123, as later described, and the other end of 
which communicates with a relief valve 36 which is of 
such form as to restrict the escape of duid from this 
chamber in accordance with the vertical position of a 
plunger 37 depending from the valve 36 and carrying a 
roller 38. The relief valve is such that the ̀ higher the posi 
tion of its plunger 37 the less is its resistance to the escape 
of the liquid 19 from the chamber 18V and this relief valve 
is controlled automatically in a manner ̀ -hereinafter de 
scribed in detail. 
A blank plate 44) is shown as provided with a central 

annular raised portion 41 which fits within the lower rim 
portion ot the recess or pocket 18 for the rubber pad or 
cushion 2G and the central part of this raised portion 41 
is recessed, as indicated at 42, to provide an indented sur 
face on which the blank 43 is placed.  
The blank plate is secured, as byscrews 44, to the 

upper face of a blank bolster 45 which is of fiat rectangu 
lar form. The blank plate 40 and blank bolster 45 are 
provided centrally with registering openings 46 and 48, 
respectively, these openings jointly forming adownwardly 
and outwardly enlarging through opening in which the 
punch Si) is arranged. » 

This punch 50 is externally shaped to correspond to th 
shape of the pressed piece and is shown as having a py 
ramidal upper portion from the lower edge of which ver 
tical side walls extend downwardly. This punch is se 
cured in any suitable manner (not shown) on a punch 
bolster S1 and this punch bolster has a lower horizontal 
flat face 52 adapted to be supported on the horizontal topv 
plate S3 of a multiple cylinder bolster 55. 

This multiple cylinder bolster 55 is provided with a 
multiplicity ot vertical bores or cylinders extending there 
through, these bores or cylinders 56, as best shown in Fig. 
’.7, being arranged in uniformly spaced relation and in 
uniformly spaced rows extending parallel with the four 
sides of the multiple cylinder bolster 55. ` Each of these 
bores or cylinders 56 is plugged at its lower end, as indi 
cated at 58, and the lower ends of all of these bores or 
cylinders 56 are in communication with each other through 
a multiplicity of horizontal bores 59 provided through 
the multiple cylinder bloster 55 in communication with 
the bores or cylinders 56 and the opposite ends of each 
of these horizontal bores 59 being plugged, as indicated 
at 6d one end of one of these bores, however, being con 
nected with a line 144 as set forth later in a detailed de 
scription of the hydraulic circuit. Each of these vertical 
bores or cylinders 56 has fitted therein a plunger indi 
cated generally at 61, these plungers also extending 
through bores 62 provided in the top plate 53 for the 
multiple cylinder bolster 55, a rim gasket 64 being inter 
posed between the rim of this top plate 53 and the multi 
ple cylinder bolster 55 so as to provide a chamber 66 
for receiving any oil leaking past the pistons 61. The 
oil so leaking into this chamber 66 can be drained `in 
any suitable manner (not shown). 

Fig. 4 illustrates the construction of a typical piston 61 
and the manner in which it is ñtted within its vertical 
cylinder 56 of the multiple cylinder bolster 55 and its 
bore 62 in the top plate 53. From this section it will be 
seen that each piston 61 is in the form of a solid metal 
cylinder 68 having a pair of annular radially outwardly 
opening grooves 69 at its lower end and each receiving 
a rubber ring 79 which is of circular form in cross section. 
Similarly each bore 62 of the top plate 53 is provided 
with an annular groove 71 receiving a rubber ring 72 
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which is round in cross section. Similarly, to prevent 
leakagepast each of the plugs 58, each of these plugs is 
in the form of a screw plug 73 at its lower end and is 
provided with an Unthreaded cylindrical portion ’i4 ex 
tending upwardly into the corresponding vertical cylinder 
56 and provided with a pair of radially outwardly opening 
annular grooves 75 each receiving a rubber ring 76 which 
is round in cross section. A cup washer 78 is secured 
to the lower end of each of the pistons 61 by means of 
a holder 79 and a retaining screw 80. 
The relief valve 36 is shown as controlled by a mecha 

nism constructed as follows: 
The numeral 84 represents a pair of parallel cross bars 

each anchored in and projecting outwardly from the 
punch bolster 5l to a position beyond the opposite sides 
ot’ the multiple cylinder bolster 55.' To secure such 
anchorage, as best illustrated in Fig. 6, each of these 
bars 84 is prefereably of upwardly divcrging wedge 
shaped or keystone form in cross section and is fitted in 
a correspondingly wedge shaped groove 35 extending 
transversely across the bottom of the punch bolster 51. 
In the extreme upward position of the punch bolster 5l, 
the ends of these bars 84 enter slots 84a in the blank 
bolster 45, these slots being provided merely to provide 
clearance for these bars 84. 
Each'end of each of these cross bars 84 is shown as 

provided with a downturned end 86 to one pair of which 
downturned ends is pivoted, as at S7, a rack 88 having 
outwardly facing teeth 89. Between the opposite pair 
of'downturned ends 86 of these cross bars 84 is pivoted, 
as at 87, a rack 88a also having outwardly facing teeth 
89a. Each rack 88 and 88a is guided for vertical mov,. 
ment in a guide 90 suitably secured to the correspond 
ing side of the multiple cylinder bolster 55. The rack 
88 is distinguished from the rack 88a only in that it is 
longer and has an upward extension 91 which projects 
above the pivot 87. This upward extension 91 of the 
rack 88, as best shown in Figs. 1, 3 or 5, is received in 
a guide 92 one side of which is formed to provide an 
upwardly and outwardly projecting arm )3V to the end 
of which the central part of a bell crank lever 94 is 
pivoted, as indicated at 95. The upper hroizontal arm 
96 of this bell crank lever engages the roller 3S of 
the plunger 37 of the relief valve 36. The depending 
arm 97 of the bell crank lever 94 carries a roller 98 in 
contact with the working face 99 of a cam plate 19t). 
This cam plate is suitably secured to one side of the up 
ward extension 91 of the rack 88 and its working face 
99 is formed to correspond to the shape of the part be 
ing pressed. Thus in forming a sharp corner a greater 
degree of back pressure is required and hence when the 
blank 43 engages such a sharp corner of the punch 50 
the roller 9S will encounter a salient part of the working 

` face 99 of the cam 100 so as to lift the plunger 38 of the 
relief valve 36> and thereby restrict to a greater degree 
the escape of fluid from the chamber 18 and build up a 
higher back pressure in this chamber. 

It will be seen that since the bell crank lever 9d and 
relief valve 36 move with the cushion holder 12 forming, 
with its liquid backed cushion 19. 2€), the female part of 
the die, and that since the cam 4pla-te 161) moves with the 
punch 5G and its punch bolster 51, the movement of the 
cam plate 100 relative to the bell crank lever 9d is the 
same as ‘the relative movement of the punch Si? and work 
piece 43. In other words, the cam plate Idil-has the 
sam-e differential movement relative to the bell crank leverv 
94 as @the punch 50 >has vto the cushion holder 12, this 
»differential movement being established by the displace 
ment of the oil from under «the pistons 61 supporting 
the blank bolster 45 to raise the pistons 61 supporting the 
punch 50 and which relative movement, in each case, 
represents a differential of the movement of the lrarn 1t) 
and fixed platen ,11 of the press. Accordingly it will be 
seen that the cam 100 can be shaped to conform to» thc 
requirementsof the punch 50. vFor the shape of the 
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punch 50 illustrated, »the working face 99 of the'cam 10d 
is shown vas having a leading receding face' 99a, a'n> inter 
mediate salient face 99b, and a higher trailing salient face 
99C. 
A mechanism for stripping the workpiece 43 from the 

punch 5d is also provided, this stripping mechanism being 
constructed as follows: ' 

Each of ̀ t-he lguides 90 for the racks 88, 88a is provided 
with a pair of arms 101 in which is journalled one end 
of a shaft 1432. A gear 103 is keyed Ito each of these 
shafts 102 and the opposite end> of each of these shafts 
is journalled in a bracket 1M. Beyond fthe ‘bracket ldd 
a pinion 105 is fixed to the corresponding shaft 102 and 
each of these pinions 195, ̀ as best shown in Fig. 2, meshes 
with the teeth 1% of a rack 108. rlïhe back of the rack 
168 at the left, as viewed in Fig. 2, is arranged below its 
pinion 1135 and hence with its teeth 106 extending up 
wardly. The rack 198 at the `iight of Fig. 2 is arranged 
above its pinion 105 and hence with its -teeth facing 
downwardly. At their adjacent ends these racks are inter 
connected by a block 199 through suitable keys 110. The 
`outer end of each of these racks 10S is guided by a guide 
111 suitably secured to `the multiple cylinder bolster 55` 
and slidingly engaging the 'back of i-ts rack 168. The 
adjacent ends of the racks 108 are also engaged by guides 
112 which have sliding bearing surfaces in opposing rela 
tion with each other and engaging the backs of the cor~ 
responding racks 108. A horizontal stripper cylinder 113 
is secured to ythe side of the multiple cylinder bolster 55 
which 4carries these guides 111, 112 and is arranged 
parallel with the racks 108 end_in line with lthe block 
199 connecting these racks. The stripper piston 114 
(Fig. 9) within the lstripper cylinder is connected by a4 
piston rod 115 with this block 109 which connects the 
‘two racks 10S. lt will therefore be seen that introduction 
of duid pressure into the strippervcylinder 113 moves the 
connected racks 16S to the right or to the left asviewed 
in Fig. 2. For this purpose, as described later in detail in 
the description of -the hydraulic circuit, Fig. 9, the 0p 
posite ends of the stripper cylinder 113 connect with oil 
l-ines 13Sand 139. lnthe elevated position yof the press 
ram 10, as for example in l, will be -seen that 
introduction `of iluid pressure through line 13S (Figs. 2 
and 9) moves the piston>114 and piston rod115 in the 
stripper cylinder 113 to the left as viewed in Fig. 2.` 
This, through the connecting block 1519, moves rthe racks 
1113 to the left and rotates the lett hand pinion 165 and 
its shaft 162 clockwise as viewed in Fig. 2 and the right 
hand pinion 1115 and its shaft 102 counterclockwise, as 
viewed in this same figure. Referring to Fig. l, this ro 
tates the left hand pinion 1123 clockwise and the right 
hand pinion 193 counterclockwise thereby "to Vpull down 
the racks S8, 38a, cross bars 84, punch bolster 51 and 
punch Si?, thereby to strip the finished workpiece 43 from 
the punch. » ` 

Particularly with a small punch 5t) and punch ho-lder 
51 it is necessary to provide means for raising the blank 
bolster 45 as the ram 1d of the press rises and'there‘by 
bring the position of the lparts to the position illustrated n 
in Fig. l. For »this purpose four cylinders 56a are pro 
vided in 4the multiple cylinder bolster 55 one ‘at each 
corner thereof. Each of these corner cylinders receives 
a corner piston 61a. The lower end lof each of the 
cylinders 56a is closed by a plug 53a and each piston 
61a extends through a bore 62a in the cover plate 53. 
These corner pistons 61a and the cylinders 56a are 
identical in construction Vwith the other pistons 61 and 
their cylinders 56 and hence the same reference numerals 
`have been applied and distinguished ‘by the sutiix “(1.” 

Referring -to the diagrammatic hydraulic circuit illus 
trated in Fig. 9, the numeral 120 represents a small 
electric motor continuously driving a high pressure pump 
121 delivering oil under pressure from its outlet «line 122 
to la series of branches. One of -these branches, indicated 
at 123, contains a check valve 124 opening in the direction 

10 

`6 
of flow of the pumped liquid and «connects with the lines 
or bores 33, 34 between the chamber 18 VIbehind 'the vrub 
ber cushion 20 and the relief Valve 36. ` The relief valve 
36 discharges into the return line 125 connecting with 
.the inlet of the pump 121,V this rettu'n line also connecting, 
through a branch 126, with a small pressurized oil supply 
`tank 123. A line 129 including a check valve 131i is 
connected across the lines `34 and 125, lthis check valve 
`opening toward the cushion chamber 13. Another branch 
131 of the pump outlet line 122 connects with a relief 
valve 132 dis-charging through a line 133 to the pump 
inlet line 125. A third branch 134 of the pump outlet 

. line 122 connects with the return line 133 and contains 
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a valve 135 which can be actuated manually or auto 
matically. ‘ 

The lower or bolster part of the unit has a separate 
Ahydraulic circuit including a supply line 136 from a low 
pressure pump (not shown) and connecting with a lfour 
way valve 137 which can be manually moved to connect 
in one position the low pressure supply line 136 with a 
line 138 leading to one end of the stripperycylinder y113 
and at the same time connects a line 139 from the op 
posi-te end of this stripper cylinder 113 with an exhaust 
indicated by a ‘broken oiî pipe and which in another posi 
tion connects both lines 138 and 139 with the exhaust 
indicated by a »broken oif pipe. A branch line 140 con 
taining a check valve 141 connects with four 'branches 
142 leading to the corner cylinders 56a. This check valve 
141 opens toward the cylinders 56a. The‘line 140Vter 
minates in a relief valve 143 which discharges through an 
exhaust indicated by a brok-en off pipe. i 

For-maintaining> oil in the interconnected cylinders 56, 
a line 144 connects these cylinders with the main tank, this 
line including a check valve 145 which opens toward the 
cylinders 56 and also' a manual valve 146. A branch 148 
of the line '144 leads to a relief valve _149 discharging 
through an exhaust indi-cated 'by a broken off pipe. 

ln the operation of l'the apparatus as above described, 
the .ram 1o «of the press is raised high enough to separate 
the pad> or cushion holder 12 Ñfrom the blank plate 4i) 
sufficiently far tto permit removal of the formed workpiece 

Y 43 and to insert a blank workpiece 43` in the recess 42 

50 
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75 

of the blank plate 40.. v _ ~ 

In this fully open position of the press ram 10 and the 
unit forming the subject of theV present invention, the 
blank bolster v45 and the blank plate _40 carried thereby 
are supported in the elevated position >shown in Fig. »1 
on the four corner pistons 61a (Figs. 7 and 8) by oil 
trapped in the corner cylinders 56a by the check valve 
141 and relief valve 143 (Fig. 9). -At this time the group 
of pistons 61 supporting the punch bolster 51 arebottomed 
in their cylinders 56 as illustrated in Fig. l. Also sufli 
cient oil is maintained in the cylinders 56 to support the 
group of pistons 61 carrying the blank bolster 45 in the 
full up position shown in Fig. 1 at this time. This oil 
can be replenished by opening the valve 146. 

Also in this fully open position of the press ram 10 
and rthe unit forming the subject of the present invention, 
the valve 13S (Fig. 9) is open and the pump 121 delivery 
is being recirculated through lines 122, 134, 133, and 125 
back to its inlet. At this time the pad cavity 18 has been 
filled from the pressurized oil supply tank 128 through 
the check valve 130. 
The ram 10 of the press is brought down so as to 

bring the lower face 14 of the pad or cushion holder 12 
into contact with the upper face of the outer part of the 
blank plate 40 and so as to bring the central raised part 
41 of this blank plate 40 into mating relation with the 
lower part of the pocket or recess 18 of the pad or cushion 
holder 12 and the upper face of this raised part 41 into 
contact with vthe bottom face of the rim portion 29 of 
the rubber pad or cushion 20. This position of the 
parts is illustrated in Fig. l. At this time also the upper 
extremity of the punch 50 is in closely spaced relation 
to the blank 43 as also illustrated in Fig. 1. Following 
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this, the valve 135 is closed to permit pressure from the 
pump 121 to build up in the chamber 18 behind the 
rubber cushion 20. This pressure is determined by the 
setting of the relief valve 36. Thus, at `this position of 
the parts the relief valve 36 is held at the desired setting 
by virtue of the roller 98 of the bell crank lever 94 riding 
on the upper receding part 99a of the working face 99 
of the cam 100 and hence holding the plunger 37 of the 
relief valve in a corresponding downwardly projected 
position. 
The continued downward movement of the ram 18, 

forces the four corner pistons 61a down and these pistons 
force the oil from their cylinders 56a through the lines 
142 and 140 and out through the relief valve 143 (Fig. 9), 
the check valve 141 remaining closed under such pres 
sure. This maintains close contact between the blank 
plate 40 and the cushion holder 12 during the initial part 
of the downward movement of the ram. This continued 
downward movement of the ram 10 of the press also, 
through the pad or cushion holder 12, blank plate 40, and 
blank bolster 45, causes downward movement of the sev 
eral plungers 61 in contact with the under face of this 
blank bolster.> This displaces liquid from the group of 
cylinders 56 containing these pistons, through the bores 
59, to the cylinders 58 containing the group of pistons 
61 in contact with the underside of the punch bolster 51. 
Accordingly the punch bolster 51 is elevated and the blank 
or workpiece 43 is deformed by the punch 50 as a function 
of the combined downward movement of the blank orV 
workpiece and the upward movement of the punch 50. 
The halfway position of the parts is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
At this time the four way valve 137 (Fig. 9) is in neutral 
position in which both lines 138 and 139 are connected 
to its exhaust indicated by the broken off pipe so that 
the piston 11d in the stripper cylinder 113` is free to move 
without interference, this movement of the piston 114 at 
this time being away from the closed end of thestripper 
cylinder 113. Y v 

In thev unit as illustrated the blank bolster 45 and punch 
bolster 51 are of such size that twenty-rive of the pistons 
61 contact the punch bolster 51 and seventy-four of these 
pistons 61 contact the blank bolster 45, the ratio of con 
tact being therefore approximately three to one. Accord 
ingly; with the example illustrated, a downward move 
ment of'V the ram 10 of one-quarter of `an inch would 
course an,` upward movement of the punch bolster 510i 
three quarters of an inch. However since the workpiece 
or blank 43 has moved downwardly one-quarter inch 
during this three~quarter inch upward movement of the 
punch 50, the total etfectivevmovement of the punch’V 5t) 
relative to the workpiece 43 is one inch as a result of the 
assumed one-quarter inch downward movement of the 
ram 10. . 

This ratio will change when ditierent relative sizes of 
blank holsters 45 and punch holsters 51 are substituted for 
those illustrated, this being a feature of the invention. 
Thus if the punch 50 and punch bolster 51 were smaller 
and the blank bolster 45 larger, fewer pistons 61 would 
support the punch bolster and a larger number of pistons 
61 would support the blank bolster. Accordingly the 
downward movement of the blank bolster supporting pisf 
tons 61' would displace a greater amount of liquid than 
in the example as illustrated and hence the punch bolster 
supporting 'pistons 61 would be moved upwardly at a 
more rapid rate. Therefore the smaller the punch 50 
and its bolster 51, the more rapid the relative movement 
of the punch 50 and workpiece or blank 43 and hence 
the full capacity of the press can be used regardless of 
whether large or small pieces are being formed. 

‘ As the punch 50 so moves upwardly relative to the 
workpiece or blank 43, the liquid backed rubber cushion 
20, 19 causes the blank 43 to be wrapped around this 
punch 50 and to take the form of the punch. To do this 
the blank‘43 and punch 58 must enter the liquid backed 
cushion V’20, `19, as illustrated in Figs-3 and 5, and to 
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permit this, liquid must be relieved from the cavity 18 
and this relief should be controlled to provide the op 
timum back pressure corresponding to the work being 
done by the punch 50 at any particular time. Thus as 
a sharp corner is produced in the blank 43 the back pres 
sure of the liquid 19 should be higher than when a shal 
low deformation of the blank is being made. Since at 
this time, as previously explained, the valve 135 (Fig. 9) 
is closed, this variable back pressure is under control 
of the relief valve 36 and its controlling cam 108, the 
working face 99 of this controlling cam being shaped 
to conform to the shape of the particular punch 50 
being used. 
The control of this relief valve 36 is as follows: 
The assumed one-quarter inch downward movement 

of the ram 10 effects a similar downward movement of 
the relief valve 36 and its bell crank lever 94. The as 
sumed resultant upward movement of three-quarters of 
an inch of the punch bolster 51 effects a corresponding 
upward movement of the two horizontal bars 84 keyed 
to this punch bolster and projecting outwardly therefrom. 
This raises the rack 88 so as to elevate the cam plate 100 
secured to the upper end of this rack 88 a corresponding 
distance. Accordingly the bell crank lever 94 and relief 
valve 36 move with the holder 12 for the cushion 19, 2t) 
which forms the female part of the die and the cam plate 
100 moves with the punch 50, and since the movement 
of the punch 50 relative to the cushion holder 12 is a 
diíerential of the movement of the ram 10 and platen 11 
of the press, the cam plate 100 has this same differential 
movement relative to the bell crank lever 94 and relief 
valve 36. 
As described, the cam plate shown is provided with an 

initial receding position 99a which, through the bell crank 
lever 94, holds the relief valve 36 in such position that 
a relatively low back pressure is maintained in the cavity 
18 during the initial part of the pressing stroke. At this 
time the workpiece 43 is being pressed over the pyramidal 
top part of the punch 50 and relatively small back pres 
sure is required for this shallow deformation. However 
in forming the angular corner between the base of the 
pyramidal top of the punch and its side walls greater 
back pressure is required and at this time the roller 98 
of the .bell crank lever rides upon the intermediate salient 
part 99h of the cam plate 100 and hence moves the plunger 
37 of the relief valve 36 upwardly to establish a higher 
back pressure in the chamber 18. In forming the final 
ilange or rim (Fig. 5) on the workpiece a still higher back 
pressure is required and at this time the roller 98 rides 
up on the trailing salient 99e of the cam plate 100. This 
operates to elevate the plunger 37 still higher and close 
the relief valve still further and establish this still higher 
back pressure in the cavity 18. The exhaust oil from 
the relief valve 36 in providing this controlled back pres 
sure in the cavity 18 returns to the pressurized oil supply 
tank through the lines 125 and 126 (Fig. 9). Each punch 
58 will, of course, have an individual cam plate 100 shaped 
to conform to it, the punch and cam plate shown being 

- merely illustrative. 
60 

70 

On the completion of the pressing stroke the ‘parts are 
in the position shown in Fig. 5 and the blank 43 fully 
formed. The ram 10 of the press is then raised to etîect 
its return stroke and at the same time the four way valve 
137 (Fig. 9) is shifted to connect the--low pressure pump 
supply line 136 with. the line 138 and to connect the line 
139 with the exhaust indicated by a broken oiî pipe. 
As the ram 10 and cushion holder 12 rise, oil under 

pressure is therefore admitted to the corner cylinders 56a 
from low pressure pump line 136, four way valve 137, 
lines 138, 140 and check valve 141 and branch lines 142 
to the corner cylinders 56a. This oil pressure in these 
corner cylinders 56a causes the plungers 61a therein to 
rise and since the upper ends of these corner plungers 
contact the under face of the blank bolster 45, this blank 
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bolster is elevated to follow the rising ram 10 of the press 
and the cushion holder 12. 
As the blank bolster 45 is so lifted by the corner 

plungers 61a, the punch 50 and punch bolster 51 is pulled 
down by the piston 114 in the stripper cylinder 113, this 
downward movement of the punch 50 and punch bolster 
51 moving downwardly the plungers 61 supporting the 
punch 50 and punch bolster 51 and displacing the oil 
in their cylinders 56 through the bores 59 to the cylinders 
56 containing the plungers 61 contacting with the blank 
bolster 45. Accordingly the plungers 61 under the blank 
bolster 45 are caused lto follow the blank bolster 45 in 
the upward movement caused by the introduction of oil 
under pressure to the corner cylinders 56a. This move 
ment of the plungers 61 continues until those supporting 
the punch bolster 51 bottom as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

This pulling downward of the punch bols-ter 51 to strip 
the finished workpiece from the punch is effected through 
the four way valve 137 (Fig. 9) which, as previously 
explained, during the return stroke of the press and unit 
connects the low pressure pump line 136 with the line 138, 
and the line 139 with its exhaust indicated by a broken 
olf pipe. In this position of the four way valve 137 oil 
under pressure is accordingly admitted to the dead end of 
the stripper cylinder 113 and the piston 114 and piston 
rod 115 therein is moved to the left as viewed in Fig. 2, 
Through the connecting block 109 this moves the racks 
108 to the left and rotates the left hand pinion 105 and 
its shaft 102 clockwise as viewed in Fig. 2 and the right 
hand pinion 105 and its shaft 102 counterclockwise as 
viewed in this same figure. Referring to Fig. 1, this ro~ 
tates the left hand pinion 103 clockwise and the right hand 
pinion 103 counterclockwise thereby -to pull down the 
racks 88, 88a, cross bars 84, punch bolster 51 and punch 
50 thereby to strip the finished workpiece 43 from the 
punch. 
The continued elevation of the ram 10 of the press 

and the cushion holder 12 continues until the cushion 
holder 12 is separated suñ'lciently far from the blank plate 
40 -to permit removal of the finished workpiece 43 and 
replacement of the blank. This completes the cycle of 
the press as described. 

It will be noted that since the arms -84 project from 
opposite sides of the punch bolster 51 and are connected 
at opposite ends to separate racks 88, 88a which jointly 
connect with the stripper piston 114, the punch bolster is 
maintained in a horizontal position at all elevations, this 
being an important feature of the invention. 
Such oil as leaks past the pistons 61, 61a passes to 

the chamber 66 and is drained. Such oil is replaced by 
opening the valve 146 (Fig. 9) which admits oil to the 
cylinders 56, 56a. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that the present 

invention, which is capable of being in the form of a 
special press, is also capable of being embodied in a small 
unit which will fit a standard hydraulic press thereby 
obviating the necessity of requiring a special press for 
the particular type of metal forming contemplated by the 
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10 
invention. The invention also accomplishes the ditîerentl 
obectives set forth. 

I claim: 
1. Forming apparatus for interposition between the 

relatively movable platens of a press, comprising a cylin 
der bolster mounted on one of said platens and having a 
generally flat face opposing the other platen and a n1ul~ 
tiplicity of substantially uniformly spaced liquid cylinders 
distributed in all directions over the central area of said 
generally ñat face of the bolster and opening toward the 
other platen, a plunger in each of said cylinders and hav 
ing a portion projecting from the open ends thereof, a 
blank bolster mounted on the projecting ends of certain 
of said plungers and having a central opening extending 
therethrough in line with other of said plungers, a punch 
in said opening, a punch bolster carrying said punch and 
mounted on the projecting ends of said other Vof said 
plungers, a cushion holdermounted on the other of said 
platens in line with said blank bolster and having a cavity 
in line with said punch, and a resilient pad in said cavity, 
the bodies of liquid in said cylinders being interconnected 
whereby movement of said certain o1' said plungers is 
transmitted to said -other ot' said plungers from said blank 
bolster to said punch bolster whereby the selection of 
the relative sizes of said blank and punch holsters and 
the relative number of plungers contacted thereby will 
determine the speed and force of said punch against 
said resilient pad. 

2. Forming apparatus as set forth in claim l wherein 
said cylinder bolster has another seriesof spaced cylinders 
opening toward said Aother platen, a piston in each of said 
last cylinders, and means for supplying iinid under pres 
sure to said last cylinders independent of said liquid dis 
tributing cylinders to separate said blank bolster from said 
cylinder bolster. 

3. Forming apparatus as set forth in claim l wherein 
means are provided for stripping the workpiece from 
the punch, comprising a piston and cylinder operatively 
interposed between said cylinder bolster and punch and 
arranged to draw said punch toward said cylinder bolster. 
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